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Disclaimer
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We are glad to share our knowledge and resources to help with the
implementation of Lean Six Sigma in your organisation. We would 
appreciate to hear your experiences with Bureau Tromp and/or suggestions 
for improvements. This allows us to improve ourselves every day.  

Please feel free to use the provided sheets for your own projects. However, 
as this material is our intellectual property, it is not meant to share with 
third parties. If you are planning on organising a training, please reach out 
to us by sending an email to info@bureautromp.nl or calling 030 227 0000.

Let us know if you have ideas about how Bureau Tromp can support 
customers in a new way or how they can benefit from each other. 

Bureau Tromp

mailto:info@bureautromp.nl


Let’s meet

• Who are you ?

• What do you do ?

• What do you want to achieve today ?

• What can you contribute today ?
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About Bureau Tromp

Our goal is to teach organisations to serve their customers. In order 
to achieve this goal, we provide organisations the Lean and Six 

Sigma methodology. 
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About Bureau Tromp
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Management commitment during Lean Six Sigma projects

Master Black Belt

Black Belt

Green Belt

Orange Belt

Yellow Belt

Support for Lean Six Sigma projects in the organisation

Champion Belt

Bottom Up

Top Down

Agile ScrumRobotic Process 
Automation

Process Mining

Training the entire organisation:



We offer an integral approach:

About Bureau Tromp

In-Company and Open Enrollment

Coaching

Are your 
employees 
running out of 
time? Our Black 
Belt consultants 
can execute 
your continuous 
improvement 
projects.

An experienced 
Lean Six Sigma 
consultant at 
your side who 
supports you 
during your 
Lean Six Sigma 
project. We 
support you in 
applying theory 
in to practice.

We are working 
on Lean Six 
Sigma projects 
with you and 
your 
colleagues. Our 
goal is to share 
knowledge so 
you can set 
projects up in 
the beginning.

Project 
Management Consultancy
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Six Sigma
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Agenda dag 1

• Lean Management

• Lean Principe 1: Value

• Six Sigma

• Simulation game



What do you know already about Lean Six Sigma?
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What is Lean Six Sigma?
Methodology for process improvement

• Customer-oriented:
– Within organisations: internal customers (e.g. colleagues)
– Outside organisations: external customers (e.g. buyers)

• Applicable in different ways: 
– A ‘toolbox’ consisting of different sets of techniques;
– A structured approach for process optimalisation.

• Creating a culture in which every individual strives to make a process 
better each day.

Lean Six Sigma is the composition of Lean Management 
and Six Sigma
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A process consists of:

• Inputs and outputs;
• A set of activities (process steps);
• Activities consists of several proceedings;
• Activities accross multiple departments, individuals and/or teams.

What is a process?
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What is a process?

Processes at different levels

Level 1: 
Chain

Level 2: 
Core process

Level 3: 
Sub-process

Level 4: 
Process step

Level 5: 
Activity / task
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A brief history of Lean

Process improvements have been made for ever since

– 1574 – King Henry III of France visits the ‘Arsenale’ (Italy), where a ship ‘rolls off the 
line’ every day

– 1765 - General de Gibreauval (France) standardises the design of cannon parts

– 1822 - Thomas Blanchard (Springfield arms factory, Connecticut USA) introduces 
cellular manufacturing with 14 machines

– 1914 – Ford mass production, Highland Park: Continuous flow manufacturing 
introduced (moving assembly line)

– 1930 – Takt time is introduced in manufacturing the Messerschmitt 109 in Germany

– 1941 - Mitsubishi acknowledges the takt time principle and adopts the methodology to 
manufacture the Zero in Japan.

– 1948 - Toyota decides to use both  'Ford-Flow’ and 'Mitsubishi-Takt’ and provides the 
foundation to a shift from mass production to Lean production. 
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History of Lean

Background:
– Developed by Toyota in the early ‘50s (as the Toyota 
Production System)

– Analysed by Womack & Jones
– Referred to as Lean Management
– Since ’00 applied in service industry
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Toyota Production System

JIT

“Heijunka”

Quality

“Jidoka”

Learning organisation

Continuous improvement (Kaizen)

Motivated people

Throughput time Quality

Cost

Lead time Quality

Costs

Standardisation

Customer Value
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Movie: Meals per hour
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Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EedMmMedj3M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EedMmMedj3M


Six Sigma
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Agenda dag 1

• Lean Management

• Lean Principe 1: Value

• Six Sigma

• Simulation game



5 Principles of Lean
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Read more



5 Principles of Lean
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Value

• Customer Value Added
– CVA
– Customer is willing to pay or wait for these kinds of activities

• Business Value Added
– BVA
– Activities that exist due to legal obligations or company standards

• Non Value Added
– NVA
– Waste

Le
a
n



Rule of thumb, the ratio’s?
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Non Value Added
Eliminate! Business Value Added

Minimize!

40%
50%

10%

Customer Value Added
Improve!

Le
a
n



Principle 1: Value
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Eliminate Waste



Rule of thumb: Waste

It is easier to improve processes by focussing on the 90% non-value 
adding activities (40% BVA + 50% NVA)

instead of focussing on the 10% value-adding activities (CVA).

90%10%
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Value Added time

Non Value Added time

Traditional proceimprovement

Lean Management



Waste in your life!
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8 types of waste

Waste of:

1. Transport 
2. Inventory
3. Motion (movement)
4. Waiting
5. Overproduction
6. Overprocessing (gold plating)
7. Defects
8. Skills
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Remember: TIMWOODS

Waste is a 
character

istic of a 

process, n
ot an ind

ividual
Le
a
n

Read more

Catalyst for waste



Lean & Waste

Waste in processes

Eliminate non-value adding activities:
1. Customer determines the concept of value;
2. Activities in the process that add no value, are being considered as 

waste;
3. Reduce waste as much as possible.
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Exercise: Waste

• Which types of waste are recognizable 
in processes at work or at home?

• In pairs

Take 15 minutes!
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What is Lean?
Lean is doing:

• the right things 
• at the right place
• at the right time
• in the right way
• with a minimum of waste

By:
• Involving people in our improvement efforts

The best ideas for improvement come from employees at the 
workplace
• Continuous improvement

Each day, everyone actively contributes in creating value. All these
activities add up in creating value for the customer, the rest is waste.
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Six Sigma
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Agenda dag 1

• Lean Management

• Lean Principe 1: Value

• Six Sigma

• Simulation game



History of Six Sigma

• Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855)
– Making variations in processes measurable
– Normal distribution (Gauss-curve) and Sigma

• Bill Smith, Motorola (1986)
– Using statistics to improve processes
– Project-based improvement tool

• Jack Welch, General Electrics (1996)
– Developed the methodology and introduced                        

the Belt-structure
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What is Six Sigma?

Working towards constant quality (‘Zero Defects’)

Six Sigma involves:
• Reducing variation in processes
• Measuring = knowing
• Probability and statistics

Because
• Customers feel variation, they don’t feel averages! 

Six Sigma is a structured approach:
• DMAIC
• Belts (Yellow, Orange, Green, Black)
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Example: Variation
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Counting
Count how often the 6th letter of the alphabet appears in the 
following text:

The necessity of training farm hands for first class farms in the
fatherly handling of farm livestock is foremost in the minds of
farm owners. Since the forefathers of the farm owners trained
the farm hands for first class farms in the fatherly handling of
farm livestock, the farm owners feel they should carry on with
the family tradition of training farm hands of first class farms
in the fatherly handling of farm livestock because they believe
it is the basis of good fundamental farm management.
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Variation is part of nature

Variation is always found in all processes
• Nature: shape/size of leaves, snowflakes
• Humans: handwriting, walking speed
• Mechanical: weight, size, shape of a product

Variation is acceptable within certain limits
• Voice of the customer vs. voice of the process
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Core of Six Sigma
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Six Sigma

Sigma is a measure of scatter, deviation and thus a way of measuring performance. It says something 
about the % process yield (yield) that meets the customer's wishes.
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Six Sigma as a measure of process performance

30,85
%

69,15%

93,32%

99,38%

99,977%
99,99966

%



Processes and the Hidden Factory
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How we think it goes and how it really goes.

Input ProductProces step 
1

Proces step 
2 CustomerInput

Good
productProces step 

1 CustomerInspectio
n

Faulty
product

Unhappy
Customer

Failure

Repair



Yield
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Classic view and Lean Six Sigma way

Administrative -
Logistic-
Production-

Inspection
Input Output

Faulty =  Failure/Input

Yield = !"#$%
&$%#$%

Classical methodology

Lean Six Sigma’s view on Yield

Rolled Throughput Yield=
Y1 x Y2 x Y3 x Y4

Supplier Proces step 
1

Proces step 
2

Proces step 
3 CustomerY2Y1 Y3 Y4

Supplier Customerprocesses



Calculating Yield
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Hoe presteren six sigma niveau?

Leverancier Processtap 1 Processtap 
2

Processtap 
3 Klant95

%
95
%

95
%

95
%

Rolled Throughput Yield (RTY)
• The probability that a product or service will go through the entire system in 1 go (without rework or 

deviations).Hoe meer stappen hoe groter dit effect
• For complex products or systems one may expect it to be necessary to be able to achieve >>99% 

process reliability
• By building in a final check, it is ensured that 100% good products will reach the customer.

What is the Rolled Throughput Yield of the above example?

What process performance is needed if one has a target of 96%?

0,95 x 0,95 x 0,95 x 0,95 = 0,77 = 77%

0,99 x 0,99 x 0,99 x 0,99 = 0,96 = 96%



Yield per step
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What does a quality per step of 90% or 99.99% GOOD mean?

y1

x11…x1n x21…x2n x31…x3n

y2 Yy0

Supplier

Proces step 
1

90
95
99

99,99

Proces step 
2

90
95
99

99,99

Proces step 
3

90
95
99

99,99

Customer
90
95
99

99,99

81
90,25
98,01
99,98

72,90
85,74
97,03
99,97

65,61
81,45
96,06
99,96



Why 6 Sigma instead of 5 or 4?

2.8 Sigma = 99% well 6 Sigma = 99.99966% = well
§ 20.000 items of post misplaced per hour

§ 15 minutes of unsafe drinking water per day

§ 5.000 inaccurate medical interventions per week

§ Two aborted landings at Schiphol per day

§ 200.000 wrong medical prescriptions per year

§ No electricity for 7 hours per month

§ 7 items of post misplaced each day

§ 1 minute unsafe drinking water every 7 months

§ 1.7 inaccurate medical interventions per week

§ One aborted landing at Schiphol every 5 years

§ 68 wrong medical prescriptions per year

§ No electricity for 1 hour every 34 years

VS
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Lean
• Practical

• Shortening process lead time in 
the entire value chain

• Eliminating non-value adding 
activities

• Observation of the process
• Improving with the organisation 

(involvement)

Six Sigma
• Analytic

• Reducing variation in processes
• Improve value-adding activities
• Use data and statistics
• Improvement of the organisation

Comparing Lean en Six Sigma

1 cm deep

1 m broad

1 cm broad

1 m deep
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The similarities of Lean & Six Sigma

• The customer first
• Improving quality
• Common goal: continuous improvement 
• Structured approach to get to the root cause of a problem

• Effectiveness
– Doing the right things
– Are we doing the things the customer wants ?

• Efficiency

– Doing the right things right
– Using the least effort
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Focuses on eliminating waste and reducing overburden and variation in processes. 
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De 3M’s

Lean & Six Sigma

Variation in output

Reduce variation and avoid 
errors

8 types of waste

l Transport
l Inventory
l Movement
l Waiting
l Overprocessing
l Overproduction
l Mistakes
l Skills

Eliminate waste and increase 
customer valuePeople and Culture

l Behavior
l Leadership
l Continuous improvement
l Developing skills

Secure behavior

\
PEOPLE

Overburden

WasteVariation

Overburden

l Bottlenecks
l Constraints

Identify and eliminate
bottlenecks 

Mura Muda

Muri



Simulation – Van Nelle Coffee Filter Factory

• Round 1
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Improve!

Improve your process as a group

• Implement solutions to improve your process
• You have 15 minutes
• No limits on improvement efforts, do what you can!

45
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Simulation – Van Nelle Coffee Filter Factory

• Round 2
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Orange Belt training day 2

Lean Six Sigma



What do we remember about yesterday
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Recap day 1

Make a mindmap with the theme:
‘Lean Six Sigma’



Lean Six Sigma Green Belt

Dag 2
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Agenda dag 2

• Improvement structures

• DMAIC per fase

• Principe 2: Value Stream 

• Principe 3: Create Flow

• Principe 4: From push naar pull

• Principe 5: Perfection

• Closure



Lean Six Sigma Green Belt

Dag 2
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Agenda dag 2

• Improvement structures

• DMAIC per fase

• Principe 2: Value Stream 

• Principe 3: Create Flow

• Principe 4: From push naar pull

• Principe 5: Perfection

• Closure



Improvement methods

• Various improvement structures can be used for Lean 
• Improvement structures can differ per goal or duration 
• Improvement structures are not cast in concrete, but provide a structure for improvement 
• More important is using the right tools at the right time for the desired purpose
• During our training we will use the DMAIC structure to improve processes, however any other 

methodology can also be used in the workplace depending on :
– The type of problem / project
– The approach
– The lead time
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Plan Do Check Act

Measur
e Analyse Improve ControlDefine

Identificeer 
problem

Understan
d 
situation

Determine
objective

Analyse
causes

Determi
ne

counter
-

measur
es

Implement
counter-
measures

Confirm
result

Standardiz
e succes

Assemble
team

Describe
the

problem

Introduce 
temporary
measures

Identify
causes

Choose
correcti

ve
action

Implement
corrective

action

Secure 
solution

Celebrate
resultIm

pr
ov

em
en

t
m

et
ho

do
lo

gy

PDCA

DMAIC

A3

8D

Define the
problem

Clarify & 
break 
down the 
problem

Define the
goal

Identify the
root causes

Develo
p

counter 
measur

es

Implement
counter 

measures

Monitor 
the

process
and results

Standardize
the process
and
continuously
improve

8 steps 
Toyota

Improvement methods
Different kinds



Improvement methods
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Purpose and lead time per technique
Im

pr
ov

em
en

t
m

et
ho

do
lo

gy

PDCA

DMAIC

A3

8D

For deviations in performance for non-complex problems. Can be completed in a few weeks.

Conceived to solve quality problems. Diagnosis is more extensive than with the PDCA and more attention is paid to 
project management. (4-6 months)

7 or 8 steps to improve. If necessary, also communicate visually for the status of an improvement process. Short 
improvement process. (1-8 weeks)

Eight Disciplines Problem Solving. Often used after specific complaints or incidents, less for a structural 
problem. Not longer than 8 days

8 steps 
Toyota

Short cycle improvement to be completed in a few weeks. Focus is on finding the most value-adding solution and 
not the easiest or fastest.



Improvement methods

• A problem-solving and plan document on one sheet 
(paper size A3) 

• Contains all the information about the situation you really 
need 

• An A3 guides you through the improvement structure
• You can apply the tools you learn in the training in 

different phases 
• Can serve as a means of communication DMAIC or as an 

accessible improvement approach for "low-hanging fruit".
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Describe the measures

6. Plan

Evaluate and determine follow-up 
actions

7. Follow up

Do, Check, Act

5. Improvement measures

Design solutions

Plan

56

Describe the current situation

2. Current state

Analyse the root cause

4. Analysis

1. Background

Describe the problem

Determine the target situation

3. Future state

Improvement methods
A3-owner

Date    

Process

Process owner
A3
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6. Plan

In the week from 16 to 20 December, an average of 45 reports received. 
This means that the goal has not yet been met. However, we have 
completed the actions in full and timely manner and we are seeing a huge 
decrease in the problem situation. We’re making a new A3 to investigate 
what’s not going well at the moment. 

7. Follow up

Do, Check, Act

5. Improvement measures
1. Send a clear mail to the user after activating the account
2. Talk to the vendor about issues with the firewall
3. Tackling problems with the work method to avoid new questions

Plan

57

2. Current state

4. Analysis

1. Background
An average of 90 notifications come in every day from users who can't log in to 
Blackboard. The management department spends an average of 7.5 hours a 
day on this, resulting in waiting times when resolving other issues.

There will be only 40 notifications incoming everyday about not being able to 
log in to Blackboard. Measured over a week from 16 to 20 December. This saves 
50*5 minutes per day = 250 minutes. 

3. Desired state

0

200Notificationsmaa
nda
g

Action Deadline Responsible

Schedule appointment with vendor for 
firewall issue

2 December Anneke

Customize text activation mail 8 December Gijs

Customize work statement 8 December Gijs

45%
28%

22% 5% Logging
wachtw…
firewall

Improvement methods

Example

A3-owner

Date    

Process

Process owner24 November 2019

Issues login Blackboard

J. Pieters – Head Servicedesk

Anneke van Loon

A3



Improvement methods

• Helps you to get to the root cause of the problem in a structured way

• You never make it alone

• Also serves as a useful communication tool (also in the case of, for example, a DMAIC approach)

• Is readable and understandable for everyone

• Always has an owner and a sponsor (= problem owner) 

• You make the A3 rather weekly than monthly
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Improvement methods
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Continuous improvementControl

PDCA



Lean Six Sigma Green Belt

Dag 2
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Agenda dag 2

• Improvement structures

• DMAIC per fase

• Principe 2: Value Stream 

• Principe 3: Create Flow

• Principe 4: From push naar pull

• Principe 5: Perfection

• Closure



Starting up the 
project

Determine 
current 
situation

Identify root causes Designing and 
testing 
improvements

Implement, 
monitor and 
control

Define Measure Analyse Improve Control

61

Improvement methods

Change Management

DMAIC



Improvement methods
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DMAIC

62

ControlImproveAnalyseMeasureDefine

Activities

Tools

Starting up 
the project

Determine 
current 
situation

Identify the 
root causes

Designing and 
testing 
improvements

Implement, 
monitor and 
control

• Define the problem 
(trigger)

• Scope
• Who is the customer 

and what does the 
customer want?

• VOC → CTQ
• Project objective 

(project Y)
• Mapping 

stakeholders
• Form a team
• Inform organization

• Map the current 
process

• Identify waste 
and value

• Identify and 
measure key 
process 
variables (Y and 
X’s)

• Visualize 
process 
performance

• Analyse causes 
from the VSM

• Test hypothesis 
(effect X on Y)

• Determine critical 
X

• Develop solutions to 
the main causes

• Risk assessment of 
alternative solutions

• Identify new SLA’s 
and KPI’s

• Shape new process 
implementation

• Deal with resistance

• Understanding 
the results

• Continuous 
improvement of 
the new process

• Secure the new 
process

• SIPOC
• Kano-analysis
• Stakeholder 

analysis
• Communication 

plan
• Project Charter

• VSM (current and 
ideal state)

• Measure plan

• Fishbone
• 5 x Why
• Pareto 

diagram

• Brainstorm
• VSM (future state)
• FMEA
• Poka Yoke
• Implementation plan

• Control Chart
• Control Plan
• OCAP
• PDCA

Change management & project 
support



SIPOC

S: Supplier
I: Input
P: Process
O: Output
C: Customer

A SIPOC allows you to determine the scope of your process. You do this by determining which process 
steps are in scope in your project. For every process step you are going to map out which input, output, 
customer and supplier there are. 

There are several ways to draw up an SIPOC. On the following slides you can see two examples. The 
first one gives more detailed information, the other one gives a clearer view of the process

63

What is it ?

SUPPLIER INPUT PROCES OUTPUT CUSTOMER

Define



Define ► Problem definition

The DMAIC starts with the phase in which the problem is defined. This helps to understand why it’s a 
problem before you start investing money and time in the solution. 

Before you start the improvement project, it is essential to:
• Coordinate the assignment with the sponsor;
• Find out the real need;
• Understand the context of the problem;
• Find out the urgency of the problem (support base).

64

Starting an improvement project

In short: experience and have a look at the 
problem yourself

‘Go to the Gemba’

Define Measure Analyse Improve Control



Voice of the customer
Translate VOC to CTQ

Critical To Quality 
Which concrete requirements does the customer have; which measurable 
characteristic is determinative for the observed quality?

• Makes a direct link between the project and the desired goals
• First step in the DMAIC
• Project focus on 1 or 2 CTQ’s

CTQ’s mostly evolve from one of the following domains:
– Quality (meets the requirements)
– Speed (processing time, waiting time and run time) 
– Safety (number of accidents) 
– Reliability (number of mistakes per million procedures) 
– Flexibility (changeover time) 
– Costs and hours (money- and time consuming)

65

Define Measure Analyse Improve Control



CTQ flowdown

Think of the following steps when making a CTQ flowdown:

1. Clearly describe the product or service.
2. Determine for which customer (group) the flowdown is set up. 
3. Determine what customer needs are fulfilled with this process.
4. Determine which aspects of the delivery of the product or service 

contributes to fulfilling the need. 
5. Determine what the measurable characteristics for fulfilling customer 

needs are by consistently asking ‘What exactly do you mean with…’.
6. Put the three levels of needs, aspects en measurable characteristics 

in the flowdown by making connections between the lines. 

66

Define Measure Analyse Improve Control



Example: CTQ tree or flowdown
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Define Measure Analyse Improve Control

Need Driver CTQ’s Measurement Target

Increase 
customer 

satisfaction by 
delivering faster 

at lower costs

Costs

Quality

Speed

Reduce
downtime

Reduce costs
maintenance

Reduce faults
per product

% costs per 
machine

# items in stock

5

3

Faster
production

Lower
Inventory

% defect per 
machine per day < 2,5%

Correct 
dimensions

Thickness in cm

Length in cm

LSL 2
USL 8

LSL 9,5
USL 10,5

Downtime per 
shift % 2,5

# products
made per hour 100

They may be
interrelated



Project Charter

• A Project Charter provides clarity on the conditions and approach of an improvement project.

• The Project Charter is the spot on the horizon

• A Project Charter consist of:
– A background of the problem or need
– A measurable goal of the improvement project
– A scope of the project
– An approach and planning of the main aspects
– What is the business case (cost versus revenues)
– The project team
– An agreement from the client!

• The Project Charter should be updated after each DMAIC phase with the results of the project. 

68

End document of the Define phase

Define Measure Analyse Improve Control



Project Charter

69

Example

Benefits
• Shorter handling time (8 weeks)
• No more expenses for hiring
• Less reworking and therefore (internal) capacity

Investment
• Hours for project leaders
• External project guidance Bureau Tromp

Role Employee
Champion/process owner Larisa

Permits Sanne & Sudesh
Permit (bsm-plan) Sylvia  
REO Frank
City management Aad
Enforcement Anja 

Project leaders Marc 
Erna 
Warsha

If a entrepreneur wishes to establish himself in a town to sell drinks and/or food, he needs an operating permit. This is also needed in the 
event of change within this operation. The processing period for granting this permit is currently 12 weeks, with a possible extension of an 
additional 12 weeks. This deadline is (regularly) not met. 

For the permit applicants (mainly entrepreneurs) the processing period of 12 weeks (and sometimes even 24 weeks) is considered unacceptable.

The town considers it necessary to shorten the total lead time for applying for and granting the permit. This is done by thinking about the 
current and future design of the permit process.

Primary indicator (Ceteris Paribus):
Processing time:
• Reduction of lead time in weeks
• Reduction of processing time in weeks

A condition is that no additional capacity (FTE) is released as a possible 
solution

Indicatoren

Background and/or opportunity statement

Within the scope:
Process:
• From receiving the application until issuing possible permit 
• That includes, test moments at REO, enforcement, police 

and fire department and Bibob.

Outside the scope:
• Composition/content application form. Test at “Landelijk

Bureau Bibob”.

Scope 

The process an application for the permit within a period of 4 weeks as of June 2016
• Shorten the lead time of the permit process (from receipt to grant) to a period of up to 4 weeks.

Date: .. - .. - ….

Signature: Larisa

Objective

Indicators Scope

Approach & Planning

Team (people involved in optimalization)

Business Case

Sign off
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A value stream analysis (or Value Stream Map) is a process description supplemented with measurement 
data.
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Mapping the As-Is situation

Receipt of 
damage report Check data Review 

notification
Determining 

compensation
Inform

customer

Determine priority 
notifications inbox

Check 
description

Assessment cause Check 
conditions

Send email to 
customer

Request missing 
data from 
customer

Check date/time

Check those
ones involved

Assessment 
extent of damage

Liability
assessment

Formulate 
compensation 

proposal

Processing 
feedback2nd 

reviewer

Manager's 
agreement

Read email in 
inbox

CVA BVA / 
NVA

2

7

Processing 
times

4

1

4

25

15

30

10

2

10

3

2

15

Common ProblemsMain steps
(SIPOC) Activiies

Measure



Measure

71

To measure is to manage
Define Measure Analyse Improve Control



After mapping the process and identifying specific bottlenecks 
(measure) it is time to find the root cause of these 
problems/bottlenecks.

Where in the process begin the bottlenecks? 

What is the root cause? (possibly multiple root causes)

Analyse

Identifying 
possible “x’s”

72



Root Cause Analysis (RCA)

• RCA is a problem-solving method focused on identifying the root 
cause of problems and events.

• Often only the effects of the problem are fixed, and not the root 
cause itself. 

73

Define Measure AnalysisImprove Control

Symptoms of the problem 
Above the surface

The underlying causes 
Below the surface

We often solve visible 
symptoms of a 
problem

Consequence: 
We continue to put out 
fires

While the root cause 
persists



Cause & Effect (Ishikawa)

• A tool to identify, sort and represent possible causes of a specific 
problem 

• Graphical display of the relation(s) between a given output and all 
possible factors that influence it 

• Also known as fish-bone diagram or Ishikawa
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Define Measure Analyse Improve Control

Output Y

Often used in services: 
• Fellow workers
• Computer/IT 
• Information 
• Working method 
• Customer/supplier 
• Management

Or, alternatively
use your process steps as bones
• Step 1
• Step 2
• Step 3
• …



Cause & Effect: plan for action

• Step 1: Place a specific problem formulated as a question in the ‘ fish 
head’: Why…?

• Step 2: The causes deriving from the question are added to the head 
structure as fish bones. These are the 6M’s (Methods, Machines, 
Manpower, Materials, Measurement, Environment/Mother nature)

• Step 3: Use brainstorming techniques and focus on the question in the 
fish head. 

• Step 4: Keep on questioning the named causes according to 5x Why? 
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Define Measure Analyse Improve Control



• In the Analyze-phase we have established the root cause of several influencing factors.. 

• These influencing factors form the starting point for the Improve-phase, where we find an appropriate 
improvement.
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Design the improvement

Root cause DecisionDivergent 
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Risc-
analysis

Pilot and
implementationStreamlining

Creative
Brainstorming
- Mind map
- Lateral thinking
- 6 thinking hats

Rational thinking:
Fishbone diagram
Multi-voting
Solution Selection 
Matrix
Pairwise comparison

First Time Right:
FMEA 
Poka Yoke

Do, Check, Act:
Pilot
Implementation 
plan
and evaluation
Control plan

Incubation
Clarify 
opinions and 
deduplicate.
Converge to 
7 solutions.

Improve



Poka Yoke

Method to design a process or product in a way that it is almost impossible to 
make mistakes. 
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Define Measure Analyse Improve Control
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Why process control ?

Value

Improvement

Time

Control

Define Analyse

Measure

Improve

Prevent Relapse

Control

Define Measure Analyse Improve Control
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• Principe 4: From push naar pull

• Principe 5: Perfection

• Closure



A value stream analysis (or Value Stream Map) is a process description supplemented with measurement 
data.
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Receipt of 
damage report Check data Review 

notification
Determining 

compensation
Inform

customer

Determine priority 
notifications inbox

Check 
description

Assessment cause Check 
conditions

Send email to 
customer

Request missing 
data from 
customer

Check date/time

Check those
ones involved

Assessment 
extent of damage

Liability
assessment

Formulate 
compensation 

proposal

Processing 
feedback2nd 

reviewer

Manager's 
agreement

Read email in 
inbox

CVA BVA / 
NVA

2

7

Processing 
times

4

1

4

25

15

30

10

2

10

3

2

15

Common ProblemsMain steps
(SIPOC) Activiies

Principle 2 : Value Stream
Example



Value Stream Mapping

Common understanding Creating support for change

Communication Visual management supports in making a change

Why perform Value Stream Mapping? Define Measure Analyse Improve Control
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Value Stream Map

Plan of Action:
• Step 1: Determine who the customer is 
• Step 2: Determine the beginning and the end of the process (SIPOC) 
• Step 3: Determine who are the suppliers of the process 
• Step 4: Determine the steps in the process 
• Step 5: Determine the information flow 
• Step 6: Determine if the information flow is electronic or paper 
• Step 7: Enter process data (numbers, percentages, etc.) 
• Step 8: Determine what added value and waste is (CVA, BVA, NVA)
• Step 9: Identify the most important bottlenecks 
• Step 10: Name the first possible areas for improvement
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How to create a Value Stream Map



Value Stream Map
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Step 2 – 4. Map the current situation

Supplier

Process step 
1

Process step 
2

Process step 
3

Process step 
4

Customer

• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity

• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity

• Sub-activity • …



Value Stream Map
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Step 5 – 7. Adding the data

Supplier

Process step 1 Process step 2 Process step 3 Process step 4

Customer

• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity

• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity

• Sub-activity
• …

I
I I12
5 3

0

WIP
Losses / rejections

37

Operative
• Number of 

operatives
• Runtime of 

process step

Operative
• Number of 

operatives
• Runtime of 

process step

• … • …

• …

Data boxes

I

2
I

24

Check rejections 
and defects

Check 
inventory



Waardestroomanalyse

Qualify and quantify:
• Where is capacity used?
• How much capacity is available?
• Where are the (intermediate) stocks?
• What is the processing time per step in the process?
• What are the waiting times, transport times?
• What about the quality (errors during the process)?
• Which activities add value?

Tips:
• Use the same time unit for all times (process times, cycle time, available time for work, etc.)
• Avoid using tenths of minutes
• Remember to deduct breaks, meetings and clean up times from the available working time per shift in 

the process. 
• Identify queues in terms of quantities and times.
• Make sure you understand the differences between different types of times in a process. 
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Step 5 – 7. Adding the data



Value Stream Map
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Step 8-10. Identifying value, waste and improvements

Supplier

Process step 1 Process step 2 Process step 3 Process step 4

Customer

• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity

• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity

• Sub-activity
• …

I I I
12 5 30

WIP

Losses/ rejections

37

Operative
• Number of 

operatives
• Runtime of 

process step

Operative
• Number of 

operatives
• Runtime of 

process step

• … • …

• …

Data boxes

I

2
I
2
4

Determine value added 
and non-value added 

activities (waste)
= CVA

= BVA

= NVA
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Principle 3: Flow

Flow reduces the lead time by smoothing the process.

• Flow eliminates waste:
– (Intermediate) stock
– Transport
– Waiting 
– Etc.

• Flow increases quality

• Achieving flow means you go from thinking in boxes to thinking in chains.
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Action plan:
• Step 1: Determine the maximum time available per process step (takt time)
• Step 2: Eliminate waste
• Step 3: ‘Use’ the people in such a way that the process time is < 90% takt time
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Principle 3: Flow
Creating Flow

1 2 3 4a 4b

available time 

Lead time

How did you apply Flow in 
the filter factory?

Line balancing: 
bottleneck sets 
the pace

Eliminate waste 
(including 
intermediate stocks)

Cut up an activity 
or put two people 
for the same task



Principle 3: Flow

Characteristics of a process that is not balanced
• There are bottlenecks: the most time-intensive process step cannot meet customer demand
• As a result, the work accumulates in that process step
• The expected lead time continues to increase 

How do you recognize it?
• Counting the stock: high (and rising) intermediate stock
• Time measurements: process time > takt time
• Disproportionate workload: a lot of workload at the bottleneck, little workload after the bottleneck

Objective: process time = 90% takt time (safe margin of 10%)
• If process time is < 90% of the takt time: there is too much waste (e.g. waiting time)
• If process time is > 90% of the takt time: excessive workload, bottlenecks
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Recognize flow



Principle 3: Flow

One-piece-flow is the 'ultimate Lean solution':
Lower intermediate inventory and stock a
• Improved quality
• Errors are not passed on to the next process step
• Employees are multi-employable
• Stable and robust

In practice, a mixture is often better
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One-piece-flow
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Principle 4: Pull

From push to pull
1. Determine a maximum amount of work in-work (intermediate stock)
2. Produce based on customer needs: outflow is signal for new inflows

Benefits of pull-production
• Less unsolicited or over-made products
• Protection against stockpiling
• Earlier signal that there is an error in the product
• Problems in the workplace become visible
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1. Set a ceiling on the amount of intermediate stock
• Useful tool for this is Kanban
• Kan = visual, Ban = board

2. Outflow is the signal for new inflows
• Don't create products that don't have a customer demand (waste)
• Reduces the intermediate and final stock and thus the lead time
•
Examples
• Two-bin-kanban
• Production-kanban
• Signal-kanban
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Principle 4: Pull
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Kanban variants

Principle 4: Pull

Two bin-kanban

Production-kanban

Signal-kanban
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Principle 5: Perfectie

• Continue improvement
• Use the time you save to talk to your customers and suppliers about their (new) needs. 
• Organize a (consultation) structure in which continue improvement is a part of the daily work. 

Instruments and techniques:
• 5S
• Day- and week starts
• Kaizen-events
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What is it ?



5S
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5S
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Seiri

Seiso

Seiton

Seiketsu

Shitsuke

Sort

Set in order

Shine

Standardise

Sustain

Maximum contribution

↑ Stability
↑ Efficiency
↑ Moral

Determination
and elimination

of waste

Maintenance & 
continuous
improvement

Le
a
n



5S: Sort

Sort:
• Throw away everything that is not essential for the process
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5S: Set in order

Set in order:
• Give all materials a fixed place
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5S: Shine

Shine:
• Elimination of sources that cause interruptions and waste 
• Agreements about cleaning
• Divide responsibilities
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5S: Standardise

Standardise:
• Communicate about agreements. 

Everybody knows it, so everybody does it 
• Visual tools to detect deviations
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5S: Sustain

Sustain:
• Securing the first 4S’s
• Audits, checklists
• Communication 
• Adjust / address
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Example: 5S

Example Royal Air Force

Before

After
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5S: the 6th S?

Often forgotten: 6th S (Safety)
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Lean at the workplace – Daily stand-up

“Each day a bit better”
• Stand-up meeting of approximately 10-15 minutes;
• Improving with common sense and small investments;
• In combination with improvement board.

Goals daily stand-up:

1. Recap previous shift/day: What went well, 
what can we improve based on results?;

2. Anticipate current shift/day: Which capacity 
do we have, which priorities do we have?;

3. What can we improve?
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Read more



Principle 5: Perfection ► Consultation structure

• A well-prepared consultation
• Clear agenda 
• Improvement-oriented dialogue
• Consultation of 45-60 minutes

Goals of the week start:
1. Sharing the situation, denoting and celebrate successes, and define (improvement) actions based on 

the results. 
2. Look forward to the coming week, anticipate the possible disruptions and decide on the point of focus.
3. Determine the progress of (ongoing) improvement actions and establish adjustments 
4. Share knowledge about the subjects. 
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Week start



Principle 5: Perfection ► Consultation Structure
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Day start  vs Week start

Day start
• Duration: 5 - max 15 min
• Frequency: usually daily, or multiple 

times a week. 
• Standing meeting at the day start 

board. 
• Focuses on quickly and instantly 

direct signals and KPI’s
• Analysis of the current working 

stock and the bottlenecks within 
them. 

• Improve with common sense and 
little financial resources. 

Week start
• Duration: 30 - 60 min
• Frequency: mostly weekly
• Sitting meeting in separate rooms supported 

by a slide set or other materials.
• The week start focuses on short/medium 

term based directing on development and 
trends (in KPI’s) 

• Identify improvement potential of the 
ongoing improvement initiatives. 

• Analysis and conclusion about the results of 
the last term. 

• Agreements and actions.



• Opportunities for improvement are written down on the improvement 
board;

• Start with describing the problem (why should we improve);
• What are possible (root)causes;
• Discuss the improvement board as part of the daily stand-up.
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Improvement board



Principle 5: Perfection

There are two types of Kaizen:
• Gemba Kaizen: ‘Changes for better at the workplace’
• Kaikaku Kaizen: ‘Radical changes for better’ (4 weeks)

Beware, Kaiaku = 
‘change for the worse’
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Kaizen events



Principle 5: Perfection

Kaizen = Culture of continue improvement, step-by-step incremental (Gemba Kaizen):
Improve with common sense and little financial resources. 

Focuses on: Filled in by:
Workplace organization (5S) Consultation structure (‘review of the week’)
Waste Visual management 
Standardize Improvement boards

Process performance 

Examples Gemba Kaizen:
• Toyota: Andon (‘lamp’) for 

status process
• Hospital: improvement board
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Gemba Kaizen



Principle 5: Perfection

Sometimes rapid, drastic change is necessary! 
à Kaizen event (Kaikaku Kaizen):

• Four-week project.
• A fully available focus group
• From the problem all the way to the implementation of the solution.
• The problem is urgent
• Scope is clear
• Often the solution is not yet known

Looks like the DMAIC: in many ways. 
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Kaizen Event Cycle (Kaikaku Kaizen)

Check and secure
Define problem and

goals

Implement
improvements Measure facts

Generate improvements Analyse facts
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Closing

Evaluation

• What are your tips and tops?

• Would you like to share them on Springtest?

How to proceed further?

• What is your first step?

• Share your experiences in two months in an online meeting!
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How to proceed further?



Complete your toolbox…
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✓ Lean Green Belt 
tools

To carry out a project 
independently

+ Practical 
experience

Get started with your own 
improvement initiative 

(possibly in combination with 
practical certification) + Green to Black

Extra deepening (including 
analyzes and change 

management)

+ Process Mining-
training

Visualize and objectify the actual 
process on the basis of system data. 

Provide insight into bottlenecks, 
deviations and rework

+ RPA-training
Automate simple, rule-based 

processes by letting software take 
over sub-tasks from employees



You’ve obtained the certificate! What is the next step?
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Theory:

Practice:



Follow us on LinkedIn

• Follow us on LinkedIn to stay tuned for:
ü Events
ü Customer cases
ü Tips about Lean Six Sigma
ü Alumni drinks
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https://nl.linkedin.com/company/bureau-tromp




Curious for more? 

Reading tips
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